
GUIDE TO BLOGGING FOR THERAPISTS



WHY WRITE BLOG POSTS?

Having your site up without technical errors and 
SEO-optimized is essential for success with search 
engines.  However, this is only the beginning. Pages 

that discuss your services are typically only a few 
hundred words long. We tend recommend at least 500 

words per service page.

Their goal is to inform your site visitors what the 
service is, how you do it, what are the benefits, etc. 

You don’t want it to be too long because it will 
overwhelm your visitors.



The challenge with brevity is that it’s hard to 
address all of the topics that users might be 

searching for. For example, you may have a service 
page about therapy for depression.

WHY WRITE BLOG POSTS?

There are numerous types of depression and 
different treatments, and it’s difficult to discuss all 
of that on one page and still have it be something 

your average site visitor will want to read.



ENTER BLOG POSTS

INFORM YOUR VISITORS

Blog posts serve two main purposes:

INCREASE WEB TRAFFIC



INFORM YOUR VISITORS

The content you write should be informative and 
accessible to your site visitors. That means if your 

target audience is the average person, but you 
write a piece of content like it’s an academic paper, 

nobody is going to read it.

This is important because Google uses many 
factors to determine the value of a page and how 

easily it can be read is an important one. If your site 
visitors aren’t spending much time on the post and 
bouncing out of it quickly, Google will suggest your 

post less and also show it lower on the list.



Bring more traffic to your website by writing about topics 
relevant to your field, services, and most importantly 

what your target audience deems important. For 
example, if I want to reach people struggling with 

depression, I could write about postpartum depression 
and how therapy can help.

Now, you can’t just repeat “postpartum depression” in 
your post 25 times and expect Google to rank your blog 
post number 1. The days of keyword-stuffing, where you 
repeat the same keyword over and over again are long 

gone.

Write naturally about the topic 
and use words that are related 
to it. There are keywords you 
should mention and a certain 

frequency of usage that 
search engines deem optimal, 

it’s more a range than an 
absolute number but you want 

to be close to that.

INCREASE WEB TRAFFIC



WHAT ARE MY GOALS?
Right now our goals for what we write are the 
following:

Pick a topic you want 
to focus on and ensure 

it has good keyword 
volume.

Write naturally about 
the topic

Adjust what you wrote 
to ensure it’s SEO 

optimized to give it the 
best opportunity to 

rank

1 2 3



Writing blindly about a topic without focusing on a 
keyword with good traffic is a good way to spend time 

writing something no one will ever see. In the list of 
topics below we give you keywords that have good 

volume.

THE BUSY PERSON’S 
WRITING PROCESS
So with these 3 objectives in mind, let’s see what tools you would use 
to help accomplish them.

SELECT A GOOD KEYWORD 
FOR YOUR TOPIC

Focusing around any of those is a great start. But if you 
want to find your own keywords, you could use tools like:

SEMRush 
(Best in class)

AHREFs BuzzSumo WriterZen

https://www.semrush.com/
https://ahrefs.com/
https://app.buzzsumo.com/
https://writerzen.net/


WRITE NATURALLY ABOUT 
YOUR TOPIC

Write in a way that people will understand. This is not a time to 
show off your SAT words, write simply, and aim to convey your 

ideas. Many of you have written many academic papers, try not to 
write like that, be less formal and more conversational.

There are some tools that will help you write. AI writing 
tools can help generate portions of the text, but they 

will need a lot of clean-up and editing.

Some of the best 
are the following:

Jasper 
(Best in class) WriteSonic

ClosersCopy WordHero

https://www.jasper.ai/
https://writesonic.com/
https://www.closerscopy.com/
https://wordhero.co/


OPTIMIZE FOR SEO

Now that you have your piece written, we 
need to ensure the content is optimized for 

search engines. This entails adding in 
semantic keywords, which is just fancy talk 

for keywords related to your topic.

SurferSEO 
(Best in class)

Frase Page Optimizer Pro Clearscope

See how nobody likes fancy talk? Don’t do that 
in your posts. There are several tools that can 
help you identify the keywords you should be 

including in your content. 

We like the following:

https://surferseo.com/
https://www.frase.io/
https://pageoptimizer.pro/
https://www.clearscope.io/


NOT WRITING BUT STILL 
IMPORTANT… PICTURES

You’ve written on a topic with a strong keyword, 
you’ve optimized the content  and now it’s time to 
put it on your site. It’s important that the content 

looks engaging, otherwise, search engines will 
bring you visitors, but if all they see is a giant wall 

of text, they won’t stick around long. 

You need to break up your text with relevant 
pictures. Using pictures from other sites is not 

allowed. You need to get pictures you have 
permission to use and want to make sure your 

images aren’t so large that it slows the load time 
of your page.

Canva Visme

Fortunately, there are several tools that provide a robust 
photo library and help you properly format images.

Design Wizard Easil

https://www.canva.com/
https://www.visme.co/
https://designwizard.com/
https://about.easil.com/


IMPORTANT DON’TS
There are a few key things that you want to avoid. 

Google checks for original text. If you just copy and 
paste a blog post from another site or a library of 
content, Google will rank the original site and not 

your copy. 

DON’T COPY TEXT FROM 
OTHER SITES. 



You’ll likely be able to get away with it for a while, 
but eventually, you will get a take-down notice.

DON’T TAKE IMAGES 
FROM OTHER SITES
DON’T TAKE IMAGES FROM 

OTHER SITES



Try to limit the file size to less than 300KB per 
image. Your blog post may be beautiful, but if it’s 
taking more than a few seconds to load because 

you are using images that are 1MB or larger, nobody 
is going to stick around.

DON’T USE IMAGES 
WITH LARGE FILE SIZES

DON’T USE IMAGES WITH 
LARGE FILE SIZES



YOUR CONTENT ROADMAP
Now you know what to do and what not to do when writing a blog post 
and some tools that can help you do it. To start you off below are 55 
blog content ideas tied to keywords with good traffic. The sheet has a 
few key columns to understand:

Title Idea: 

This is just that, an idea. 
Feel free to use a 

different title or take the 
topic tied to that 

keyword in a different 
direction. It all works as 
long as you focus on the 

keyword.

Keyword: 

This is the keyword or 
phrase that people are 

entering into search 
engines.

KW Vol:

This is the search 
volume tied to the 

keyword. It shows the 
number of monthly 

searches nationwide for 
that term. 

KW Di . %: 

This is the 
competitiveness to rank 
for that keyword. 100% is 
the most difficult. You’ll 
note there is usually a 

correlation between high 
volume and high 

difficulty.



Even though some keywords have a very high difficulty, it may still be 
worth writing about them because search engines consider proximity for 

results. So if someone near nearby searches for depression symptoms 
and I have a well-written, well-optimized post for it, my post could still be 

suggested at the top of the results.

Don’t be discouraged by lower volume. Your service pages will likely be written 
focusing on the highest volume keywords, like depression, anxiety, couples therapy, 
etc. Those all have a very high difficulty and proximity will be your friend. The reason 
most successful sites have many blog posts is because they are casting a wide net 

across those lower volume keywords. They make your site look more credible, help you 
come across as a thought leader, and most importantly, bring you business.



Title Idea Topic Keyword KW Vol KW Diff.%
Depression Symptoms - What Are They and How to 

Recognize Them
Conditions Depression symptoms 246000 100%

How High Functioning-Anxiety Is Treated Conditions High functioning anxiety 33100 43%

Learn to Recognize Burnout Symptoms Conditions Burnout symptoms 18100 20%

Burnout Signs and Symptoms Conditions Burnout signs 9900 13%

What Does Burnout Really Mean? Conditions Burnout meaning 8100 7%

How Social Media Impacts Our Mental Health Conditions Social media and mental health 6600 100%

Anxiety Therapy - Types of Anxiety and Treatments Conditions Anxiety therapy 6600 83%

Signs and Symptoms of Religious Trauma Conditions Religious trauma 4400 45%

Recovering from Emotional Trauma Conditions Emotional Trauma 4400 100%

How to Deal with Grief - Tips That Really Help Conditions How to deal with grief 2900 80%



Title Idea Topic Keyword KW Vol KW Diff.%

What Does It Mean To Be Non-Binary LGBTQIA+ What does non binary mean 90500 83%

What is Gender Fluid - Explained LGBTQIA+ What is gender fluid 27100 68%

Who are the Two Spirit People and Why They're 
Important

LGBTQIA+ Two spirit 27100 34%

The Importance of Gender Pronouns LGBTQIA+ Gender pronouns 27100 57%

Why LGBTQ Pride Parades Matter LGBTQIA+ Gay pride 27100 100%

What Is Gender Queer? LGBTQIA+ What is gender queer 12100 33%

Understanding What Is Gender Dysphoria LGBTQIA+ What is gender dysphoria 8100 84%

Why Gender-Affirming Care is Important LGBTQIA+ Gender affirming care 3600 24%

The Importance of Finding an Inclusive Therapist LGBTQIA+ Inclusive therapist 2900 57%

What is LGBTQ Affirmative Therapy? LGBTQIA+ Gender affirming therapy 720 23%



Title Idea Topic Keyword KW Vol KW Diff.%

Are You in a Relationship with a Narcissist? Relationships Relationship with a narcissist 12100 84%

Helping Someone with Their Anxiety - How to Do It 
Right

Relationships
How to help someone with 

anxiety
8100 62%

What is Polyamory? Relationships What is polyamory 6600 65%

What are Relationship Attachment Styles and Why 
They're Important

Relationships
Relationship attachment 

styles
6600 21%

Getting Comfortable with Emotional Intimacy Relationships Emotional intimacy 5400 83%

Tips for Better Communication in Relationships Relationships
Communication in 

relationships
5400 60%

Is Your Friend Struggling with Depression? Relationships
How to help a friend with 

depression
4400 49%

Tips for a Healthy Polyamory Relationship Relationships Polyamory relationship 1600 56%

Understanding the Psychology of Love Relationships Psychology of love 1300 98%

The Importance Allowing Yourself to Be Emotionally 
Vulnerable

Relationships Emotionally vulnerable 1300 49%



Title Idea Topic Keyword KW Vol KW Diff.%
What is Your Window of Tolerance and How to Improve 

It?
Self-Care Window of tolerance 5400 46%

Self-care Activities to Help Your Mental Health Self-Care Self-care activities 4400 70%

Your Self-Care Plan - What It Is and How To Create One Self-Care Self care plan 4400 69%

5 Self Care Activities You Can Do At Home Self-Care Self-care activities 4400 81%

Benefitting From the Power of Vulnerability Self-Care The power of vulnerability 2900 58%

How Exercise and Mental Health Are Related Self-Care Exercise and mental health 2400 92%

Your Guide to the Benefits of Deep Breathing Self-Care Deep breathing benefits 2400 11%

Effective Self-Esteem Tools and Activities For You Self-Care Self esteem building 1900 48%

How to Practice Mindful Self-Compassion Self-Care Mindful self compassion 1600 48%

10 Stress Managment Tips That Truly Work Self-Care Stress management tips 1000 88%

Feel More Confident - Self-Esteem Tools and Activities Self-Care Self-esteem activities 1000 53%

Mental Health For The Holidays - A Guide Self-Care Mental health for the holidays 590 43%



Title Idea Topic Keyword KW Vol KW Diff.%
What Is Mental Health Awareness and Why Does It 

Matter?
Therapy What is mental health 14800 82%

What is EMDR Therapy and Is It Effective? Therapy What is EMDR therapy 12100 15%

What is Telehealth and is It Effective? Therapy What is telehealth 8100 81%

What is Trauma-Informed Care? Therapy
What is trauma informed 

care
2400 29%

How to Prepare for a Telehealth Visit Therapy Telehealth visit 2400 81%

What is Somatic Therapy? Therapy What is somatic therapy 1600 8%

How Does EMDR Work? Therapy How does EMDR work 1600 6%

The 8 Phases of EMDR Treatment - Explained Therapy Emdr treatment 1600 46%

EMDR Therapy for PTSD - A Path to Recovery Therapy Emdr therapy for ptsd 1000 26%

Signs it Might Be Time to See A Therapist Therapy Should I go to therapy 880 60%

What to Look For When Choosing a Therapist Therapy Choosing a therapist 880 76%

What Happens When Going To Therapy? Therapy Going to therapy 480 100%


